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General Instructions: 

● This paper consists of three sections and four pages. 
● Marks are indicated against each question. 
● All questions are compulsory. 

SECTION – A 

 

I. Choose the correct answer. 

 

1. Millets store excess food in their seeds. These seeds are called _____________. 

a) carrot                              b) grains                     c) trees                           d) flowers 

 

2. We use __________________ powder for the treatment of wounds and sprains. 

a) turmeric                           b) eucalyptus              c) Quinine                        d) Cinchona 

 

3. A chullah uses ___________as a fuel. 

a) kerosene oil                      b) sunlight                  c) electricity                     d) wood  

 

4. We can avoid wastage of cooked food by keeping it in the _____________________. 

a) microwave                        b) pan                       c) refrigerator                   d) griddle 

 

5. __________________ are houses made of snow, which have round rooftops and small doors. 

a) tents                                b) houseboat              c) stilt houses                   d) igloos 

 

6. A tent is made of ________________. 

a) steel                               b) dried leaves            c) cement                        d) canvas 

 

7. A wheel caravan is a house on _____________________. 

a) water                                b) wheels                   c) poles                           d) ladder 

 

8. Farmers sell food items to the _________________ in the market. 

a) wholesalers                       b) shopkeepers           c) neighbourhood              d) customers 
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9. We eat the leaves of the ________________ plant. 

a) ginger                                b) cabbage                 c) carrot                          d) onion 

 

10. _________________ houses are mostly found in villages.  

a) pakka                                 b) bungalows              c) kachcha                      d) igloo 

 

II. Match the following. 

 

COLUMN A COLUMN B 

1. stilt houses  a. complete food 

2. milk b. wooden poles 

3. edible oils c. pakoras 

4. deep frying  d. mustard 

 

1. ____________   2. ____________ 3. ______________ 4. ____________ 

 

III. State whether the following statements are True or False. 

 

1. Food is not precious and we must waste it.                                    _____________________ 

2. Paneer tikka is made by roasting.                                                 _____________________ 

3. People build shelters for some animals and birds.                           _____________________ 

4. The houses that people live in are same everywhere.                      _____________________ 

5. Cooking makes food hard to digest.                                                  __________________ 

6. Fruits grow from flowers of the plants.                                           ____________________ 

IV. Give an example for each of the following. 

 

1. a spice found in your kitchen      -                   __________________________ 

2. an edible unground stem            -                  __________________________ 

3. a food item cooked by baking     -                   __________________________ 

4. a cooking utensil                       -               _   __________________________ 

5. a pakka house                          -                    ___________________________ 
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SECTION B 

 

V. Identify the given pictures and answer the following questions. 

 

 

 

1. a. This is a picture of a _______________________. 

b. It uses _________________ as a fuel for cooking. 

c. It is an example of a __________________.  

 

 

 

 

  

2. a. This is a picture of a ___________________. 

b. They require ______________________________ of food. 

c. They require this type of food because they are  

_____________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

3. a. This is a picture of a house with ___________________. 

b. People live in such houses where they receive heavy  

    ___________________ or ___________________ 

 

SECTION C 
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VI. Answer the following questions. 

 

1. Why should we not wash fruits and vegetables after cutting them? 

____________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________ 

2. Why do we need food? (mention two one points) 

_______________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

3. What are kachcha houses, who makes them and where are they found? 

_______________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


